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Paid Parking or BaCk to B_ackt~ s~~~~sing_?

Feasible Alternatives fiiNRIJ{Mlk~//py, Birge

Birge

City Seeks Park Solution
Via 'Interested Persons'
Albuquerque City Commission
Chairman Charles Barnhart told
The Lobo yesterday the city will
"very shortly begin working with
interested people at trying to
arrive at a long-range solution to
the Yale Park issue."
No starti\lg date for the
discussions has yet been set.
When the groups get together
though, said Barnhart, "I certainly
imagine they will be open to
coverage (by the media).,
Church and business groups
around town have asked to take
part in working out the final
solution to transients in Yale

Park. The Chamber of Commerce
has been asked to participate too,
said Barnhart.
Meanwhile, District Court
Judge James A. Maloney, who
signed the injunction ciosing the
park until Sept. 19 while the city
works on "abating said nuisance,"
had no comment on what he
would consider appropriate action
by the city.
"I would not presume to tell
them what to do," said Maloney.
"I don't want to comment on it
because the darn thing is pending
and it wouldn't be fare for me to
do so."

By SANDY McCRAW
There are only 4,000 parking
spaces - including faculty, staff,
visitor and student areas available this fall to the growing
population at UNM. Construction
on campus will take up many of
the spaces, and in some cases,
entire lots. A busing system
running from parking lots off
campus to the main campus failed
last fall through lack of student
interest,
The parking situation was
growing severe when Walter Birge
was appointed Manager of Parking
Services last June, assigned "to
come up with a working
1on g-range parking plan for the
University."
Birge, working along with the
campus architect, police and the
Campus Planning Committee, is
attempting to draw up a feasible
parking plan in the hope of
"accommodating the greatest
number of people in the limited
space available."
· Bus
Among the possible solutions
Birge is now considering are paid
parking, plus the busing system.
"I don't think the campus will
ever be complE'tely closed. It
probably will be limited for use
by certain groups, probably right
down the hierarchy, The faculty
and staff would get the parking
spaces because we figure they
would serve 50 or 60 students
each," Birge said.
Paid parking is being
considered, Birge said, but
definite action has not been made.
If, however, students arc required
to pay for campus parking, the
incoming money will be used to
improve permanent parking lots,
acquire or develop additional
areas or to subsidize
transportation from remote
parking lots.
All Set
The Lobo has since learned
through other reliable sources the
parking fee would be levied by the
University in order for the system
to become self - supporting. Those
refusing to pay the fine would
have a less expensive, though less
convenient option (probably, the

busing system would again enter
the picture.)
Parking areas nearest academic
and administrative buildings will
be reserved for faculty and staff
members wishing to purchase
permits.
Applicants for permits in the
reserved areas will indicate first,
second and third choices of
location. Permits will be issued in
the order in which applications
are received.
Dorm residents may purchase
in areas farther from the academic
buildings, Charges will be lower.
More Meters
Curbside parking will be posted
with. signs designating whether it
is a permit or metered area.
Meters will be set for varying time
degrees.
Though paid parking may be
the immediate offical action,
Birge feels there is "no solution
other than busing. We must use
the remote areas rather than those
on the main campus, These areas
~re not really remote though
they're only one or two miles off
campus."
Although UNM 's busing system
did not work, Birge sites similar
workable programs now in use at
universities in Nebraska,
Kentucky and Georgia. "I think it
will work if people accept it ns the
only alternative available," Birge
concluded.
South Lots
"The north campus, which
includes the medical school, is
really going to grow," so most off
campus parking would probably
be in the south campus area. The
north campus lot would hold
1,394 cars in comparison with the
502-car lot at the Computing
Center, largest present lot. It
would cost the University
$189,000 to develop the area.
Lack of money at UNM would
make parking structures
unfeasible on this campus, Birge
said. UCLA paid $5,550,500 in
1967 for one such structure
holding 2,786 cars; the total spent
for parking structures there was
approximately $2 million.
Security
Birge is also working to "secure

a system to pt;event thefts. Bert
Hansen (GSA president) brought
up the idea of starting a bicy~le
corral. People would have an area
to park their bicycles which
would have complete
surveillance : . . sort of on the
hat-check room principle.''
The only catch in the system
would be the unavailability of the
bicycles to their owners.
Birge has also set aside two
areas available for use only by
disabled students, The areas, one
on Ash Street in front of the
Alumni Memorial Chapel and the
other in front of Hokona Hall, are
designated by blue curb markings.
(See related story, pag~ 4).
Birge urged non-disabled
students not to park in the areas .
"in a sense of fair play." Fine for
those disregarding the warning is
$5.
Authority·
Parking regulations on campus
include the Albuquerque traffic
code, Section 38-1-18 of the New
Mexico Statutes annotated 1953
compilation plus regulations
passed by the UNM Board of
Regents.
"Anything the Regents actually
approve becomes effective and has
the force of law within the
boundaries of the campus," Birge
said. Birge is also answerable to
the comptroller.
A special campus regulations,
supplemental to the Code, include
registration of all vehicles parked
on campus lots, display of parking
stic~ers, barrier parking only plus
registration of vehicles owned by
non-resident students.
Under an agreement with the
Regents, parking offenders pay
fines directly to the city~
Formerly a Lt. Col. in the Air
Force serving as chief of the
airborne command and electronic
maintenance for the Strategic Air
Command, Birge holds a B.S. in
industrial management and a
Master's degree in public
administration.
Birge describes his new role as
''keepmg
.
everyone as h appy as
possible."

Aquarius Proiect Studies Urban Communes
By ERIC RAIMY/AFS
In high school, Bruce got
interested in science. He was one
of those kids who built rockets
that would blow up in the
basement. But he was never won
over completely by the powerful
thrust of American technology.
Other kids who built their own
rockets ithe 1960's moved on
more or less automatically to the
military or the corporations.
Bruce studied electrical
engineering at the University of
California at Berkeley. He let his
hair grow, read Marx, and helped
''reconstitute" the university in
the wake of the Cambodian
invasion. He became something
that no one dreamed could exist:
a radical engineer.
Today the most interesting
thing about Bruce is that be is
alienated from society 1 but not
from technology. A few months
ago he got together with half a
dozen students and former
students with backgrounds in
architecture, physics, computer
science, biology, and civil
engineering. They formed the
Aquarius Project.
Counter•Technology
Like other counter - technology
projects beginning to take shape
around the country, the Berkeley
group at•es that th'.:' movement
must use technology, turning it to
new ends. Bruce believes that
proliferating urban and rural
communes will pave the road to a

gradual revolution. But communes
often fail. Theorizing that
economic weakness is the chief
cause of the failures, Aquarius
Project is studying relatively
simple automated production
techniques that a commune could
use to set up a small textile
factory or automated bakery.
Its data on hydroponics show
an urban commune could grow its
own food both economically and
organically, Bruce reports.
Bruce's last name does not
appear here because the project

has another interest•' technological guerrilla
warfare,- and wants to stay
partly underground.
Abbie Hoffman's little device
for ripping off the phone
company "is an example of the
type of thing that guerrilla
~c-unter • technology involves,"
Bruce says. As another example,
he notes that the movement's new
technicians want to find ways of
coming to grips with the
government's computerized
dossier banks.
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Aquarius Project is overground
to the extent of maintaining a
post office box that allows it to
be in touch with other counter technology groups. The address is
P.O. Box 4013, Berkeley, Calif.
94704.
One other group, the
Technology Working Group in
Venice, Calif., is helping a Los
Angeles peace group computerize
its mailing list, and plans to issue
pamphlets on how the movement
can use technology.

Tools
'• Wholesale rejection of
technological and scientific
methods is dangerous to the
movement and removes us from
tools and techniques which we
must understand and use in
developing alternatives," the
working group contends.
On the opposite coast, the
Center for Movement Research
lists its address as the Department
of Sociology at Queens College,
Flushing, N.Y. "We are a
collective whose orientation is
communications, multimedia and
technology," a center
announcement said. "We are
interested in video, lasers,
holograms, organic food,
geodestics and inflatables."
''Technological people are only
b~ginning to turn on, to get
involved," Bruce observes. "For a
long time there is going to be a
shortage of them."
Ecology
But potent forces ar~ shaking
their traditional role as servants of
the corporate state,
Unemployment has brought a
deep malaise to the engineering
ranks. At the same time, engineers
h:we begun to relate to the
ecology movement, which
confronts them with the
consequences of misused
technology. Engineering students
have also proved vulnerable to the
lure of the counter- culture.
(please turn to page 4)

Propaganda In Colors

'This is probably just an
illltsion, Mr. President, but
we have a large concentration
of aircraft approaching from
the direction of Japan ... "

Christo's Art

Commentary

Vietnam Election Hassle Defined
By STEWART HENSLEY
UPI Diplomatic Correspondent
WASHINGTON (UPI)- 15
years ago, President Sukarno of
Indonesia warned President
Dwight D. Eisenhower that the
United States would fail if it tried
to drape the mantle of
Jeffersonian democracy around
the shoulders of any newly
independent Asian nation.
Sukarno wu paying his first
visit to the United States. Publicly ·
he lauded the United States and
its form of government. But
privately, according to his
autobiography published in 1965,
he told Eisenhower flatly that the
countries o.f Asia just freed fEom
their colonial masters would have
nothing to do with western-style
democracy.
"Ivy league doctrines," said
Sukarno, were not "desirable
import commodities for us."
Dulles Move
Sukarno's warning to
Eisenhower came just a few
months after the soldier•president
and his secretary of state, John
Foster Dulles, had detected and
seized what they saw u an
opportunity to reverse the intent
of the 1954 Geneva Conference,
At that conference, large and
small communist and
non-communist nations had
established the "Republic of
North Vietnam" with its capital at
Hanoi and its President Ho Chi
Minh.
Under the Geneva Conference,
South Vietnam was to be a state
in the "French Union" pending
elections in all Vietnam .to unify
the'country.
The United States had declined
to endorse the Geneva agreement
Page2

since it was clear that the
elections, supposed to be held in
1956, woula result in Ho Chi
Minh's ucendency over the whole
territory.
When Ngo Binh Diem, premier
of the interim government in
South Vietnam, proclnimed it a
separate republic and himself its
first president, EisenhcW"J: and
Dulles declared their full support
for the regime. They backed this
up with large-scale economic aid
and military assistance to Saigon
supervised by a military advisory
group, which numbered almost
600 men by 1956.
Sukarno Downfall
Sukarno fell from favor with
the United States. Washington s.aw
him drift closer and closer to
RlWia and Communist China, a
circumstance which ultimately led
to his downfall in 1965.
Sukarno died last year,
generally discredited. However,
his warning. to Eisenhower that
the United States should not
''meddle" in Southeast Asian
affairs - particulariy not to try t.>
encourage democratic
government - appear to ha•:e
pertinent application to the
current crisis.
The United States finds itself
embarrassed because its long and
costly battle to give the South
Vietnamese "freedom of choice"
is bolstering a regime which has
arranged matters so .that there is
on 1y one candidate in the
presidential election scheduled
Oct. 3,
Rigging Charges
Incumbent President Nguyen
Van Thieu has maneuvered so that
his only two opponents, Vice
President Nguyen Cao Ky and

Gen. Duong Van Minh, have
pulled out of the contest charging
that the balloting is rigged.
High administration officials
say that U.S. Ambassador
Ellsworth Bunker for the put six
months has found himself unable
to exercise any real influence on
Thieu, despite the fact that his
regime is heavily dependent at
present on U.S. military support
and will need at least $500 million
in economic aid for several years
if it is to survive.
Why does 'l'hieu, whose very
existence appears to be hinged on
U.S. help, show such a cavalier
attitude toward the American
view? Washington officia.IJ; see two
reasons:
-He is convinced that the
United States, alter its
tremendous investments of lives
and treasure, is not going to leave
him unsupported and
unprotected. Warnings that the
U.S. congress and people may not
see it his way have had no effect
so far.
-The bitterness of his break
with Ky is deeper and more
fundamental than American
officials had realized, Thieu is
determined that neither Ky,
whom he despises, nor Minh,
whom he considers a "dove" who
would sell out to the communists,
shall be elected. Faced with this
situation, the administration is
trying to find some way to restore
the element of "conteFt" which it
insists must be prese•.' in any
election.
So far as is known, no specific
rourse of action has been decided
upon.

By JAN BUTTERFIELD
Reprinted from the
TelCilS Observer
I believe art exists only once
for the artist. For him it is his
prime time. He is irreplaceable,
irrepeatable, and unique.
-Javacheff Christo, 1971
Earlv in 1970 Colorado farmers
Mr. and Ms. Stanley Kansgen of
Route 1, Box 33 Rifle, Colorado,
received a letter from a man they
assumed quite mad. Fearing
others would think them mad
also, they carried the letter about
until it was dog·eared, mentioning
it to no-one. The letter discussed
possible legal arrangements and
fees for use of the South East
Quarter, Northwest Quadrant,
Section 8 in Rifle, Colorado,
owned by the Kansgens for what
appeared to be an insane and
preposterous project-a project to
hang an orange curtain across
Rifle Creek from mountain peak
to mountain peak. It was signed
Christo Javacheff.
Eventually, curiosity must have
gotten the better of them, and
contact with Christo's Chicago
attorneys convinced them that the
offer was quite real. The Kansgens
accepted, and Colorado's
involvement with a strange and
important art project was begun.
Christo Javacheff gained his
international reputation wrapping
packages and objects. His rust
project for the packaging of a
public building was in 1961. He
wrapped a tree at the Stedelijk
van Abbesmuseum, Itt Einhoven, a
fountain and tower in the small
town of Spoleto, Italy, for the
important "Festival of Two
Worlds" in 1968, created an
air-package 280 feet high for the
prestigious Docutnenta exhibition
in .Germany in 1968 1 wrapped a
mile of Australian coast, and
packed the entire Museum of
Contemporary Art in Chicago,
and its contents in 1969. In 1970
he wrapped two monuments in
Milan, the Vittorio Emanuele
Piazza Duomo and Leonardo's
Piazza Scala. Then he began to
formulate plans. to drape a valley
in the United States with a
specially created curtain of
industrial nylon Polyamide, dyed
orange.
Christo, 36, is intense,
enigmatic, personable. His
enthusiasm and rich Bulgarian
accent make conversation
rewarding, if difficult. We talked
for two hours, about the project,
about politics, art history, What
follows is a much edited (and
somewhat anglicized) tape
recorded interview:
~: When did the project for the
Va11ey Curtain actually begin?

'

I

·li<l
C: In 1970 the Aspen Center
of Contemporary Art began it
with $10,000. We sold it to
people, and they are to
co·sponso:l'. I told them I would
like very much to do a mountain
project and that the Rocky
mountains would be the best
place to do it.
J~ What made you decide on
the Rocky Mountains?
C: Because I needed land
where, for a short time, I could
have the maximum possibilities in
terms of tree landscape, glide
landscape, smooth mountains.
You know, valleys are not all the
same, there are gorges, cuts, all
khids of things. I couldn't do it in
Appalnchia because it is too deep,
I couldn't do it in California
because it is so equal. I try to be
as practical as I can. You know I
spent about $1,500 on a survey.
(NOTE: structural feasibility
studies and technical specification
drawings were prepared by Lev
Zetlin Associates, Consulting
Engineers, New York.)
J: One of the things that
impresses me about the project is
the enormous amount of work
you have accomplished and red
tape you have cut through since
the project began-in one and a
half years time.
· C: I can't keep it going for
longer than two, three years.
That's made, you can't contend
with that, you lose the impetus,
the enthusiasm.
J: Do you have a geological or
engineering background?
C: No ••• , Each project is so
complex, we hire all the people
necessary. We try to make every
provision possible. If you only
knew the problems we have each
week. The problems we have are
like life-you can't predict it. The
only helpful thing is to have the
most efficient advising, the
maximum people who are experts
in various areu.

*

We talked*a great* while about
the difficulties of such a
project-and the whys and
wherefores, and then I asked him
about the beginningsJ: When, in terms of your own
sense of development, did you
begin to think of wrapping major
structures?
C: My . first wrapping was in
1961. The showcases and
storefronts begain in 1968·64. I
did several wrapped packages and
objects in 1958, but the
large·scale ones were in 1961·63
with the oil drums in Cologne,
Germany, and in the rue Visconti,
Paris. But you should know I
can't disassociate my activity in
(pleaile turn to page 6)
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''FUTURE SHOCK".:_ Alvin
Toffler (Bantam/$1.95
paperback).
Reviewing a book that its
publisher and reputable top seller
lists term a "runaway bostlloller"
is like praising the· beaut¥ of the
aurora borealie. Presumptuous
What is less presumptuous 'and
more useful, is trying to an~lyze
the reasons why Toffler's "Future
Shock," an analytical, abstract
book without a· single sexy
passage, manages to appeal to the
man who buys his books at the
check-out counter of the
drugstore.
First, it applies a system to the
general malaise of the country
that the popular press popular
philosophers, preachers and
po~ticians say have been aff~cting
tblS country. The theories
appearing under by·lines in
McCall's or New Republic have
h11d little in common: one deals
with racism, one with "the youth
problem," one with the failure of
the two·party system.
Toffler ties it all togcthco., Th ..
rapid industrialization and the
pace of technological discovery
have caused a major disorientation
in our thinking, a disorientation
that we have perceived as separate
and unrelated problems.
He has given a name and a few
theoretical solutions to every
problem the American today
faces.
The immediate identity of
every reader 'vith the confusina
and stress producing situation$
that Toffler defines as
symptomatic of "Future Shock"
is another reason for its
popularity. Every reader hu seen
the rapid change in the roster of
stores in a shopping center the
change in neighbors, the ~apid

change in popular fad& and
schools of art written up in Life
magazine. This is the most visiblf
aspect of Toffler's thesis:
"We have in our time released a
tt;otally new social force- a
J~tream of change so 'accelerated
that it influences our senses of
time, revolutionizes the tempo of
dail?' li~~· and affects the very way
we feel the world around us. We
no longer 'feel' life as men did in
the past. And this is the ultimate
difference, the distinction that
separates the truly contemporary
man from all others. For this
acceleration lies behind the
impermanence - the transience that penetrates and tinctures our
consciousness, ·radically affecting
the way we relate to other people
to things, to the entire universe of
ideas, art, and values."
It's enough to make you want
to take two aspirins and lie down
and wait for the millenium.
Despite the easy identity with
the condition of mind and society
outlined in the book, it is still
puzzling why ''Future Shock"
would appeal to the average
reader. It is abstract and 'Writtep.
a.s a spur to the thinking of
technocrats, public officials, and
those in a :lapacity to plan the
future. But he points out the
planning system of the future
must have carefully solicited input
from all members of society, even
dragging in by the hair those who
do not ever make a contribution
to public decision making. Maybe,
the promotion of the paperback
edition, in six different colored
jacket covers, from blue to
tangerine, (a situaiton of
instability if ever there was one)
is the first wave of propaganda t~
make people aware of the future.
Casey Church

Nothing New

In dealing with the first day traffic congestion UNM
police officer~ Harold Shaw, has heard it all before. '
'
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CAMPus BRmFs
Charter Deadli.ne

Deadline for re•chartering of
campus student organizations by
the Student Activities Office is
Sept. 20, assistant dean of
students Karen Abraham has
announced.
Chartering of new groups will
continue throughout the year she
said. Groups which are ch~red
by the office are eligible to use
University facilities.
The re-chartering .procedure
involves .filling out a simple form
provided by the Student Activities
Office and filing a copy of the
organization's by-laws with Dean
Abraham.
Further information can be
obtained from Dean Abraham or
Tom Hogg at 277·4706.

Summer Jobs

The Placement Center is taking
applications now for student jobs
Ill! counselors instructors, game
directors and other positions for
summer camps for 1972.
Anyone 18 years old or older
may pick Up an application at the
Placement Center in T-10.

Debate

The debate team will hold its
first meeting of the semester
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at 1717 Roma.
room201.
Topic for the night is
"Resolved: that more stringent
controls should be imposed upon
government agencies gathering
information about U.S. citizens.''

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS
2406 Central
Open 10-10

Colorful stripes & brush denims from the

Trend Shops

Shop

•WINROCK
.NOB HILL
.DOWNTOWN

Billio11aire Hughes Dying: ·Nev. ·Gov.

Japanese Teenagers Affected
By New Nixon Dollar Policy

Death or Illness Could Shake Las Vegas Economy
CARSON CITY, Nev. (Ul'I)Howard Hughes i:. alive
and ,well in the Bahama Islands.
Or is he?
"Everyh!>dy always says
.H11ghes is in excellent h!!alth," says
Gov. Mike O'CaUaghat}, "But they
Always add t})at, if he sees one of
our people, it would be a
traumatic experhmce. These two
statements don't jive."
O'Cilllaghan is only the latest in
a long list of state officials and
citizens who have questi~>ned
whether the 65-yeal'·old recluse is
actually living and, if so, is he
well.
The latest assurances that
Hughes is in good health came
from two doPtors who acted as
personal couriers, carrying a letter
allegedly written by Hughes to the
governor.
The doctors, one from Los
Angeles and the other from Salt
Lake City, Utah, told the
governor they had each personally
seen Hughes within recent months
and that he was healthy. But
o•Callagb.an says, "nothing has
been given to me to justify
believing them."
Outside Visit
The governor refused to
identify the physiCians. But he
ordered state gaming officials to
verify their backgrounds. The
doctors both repeated thek
state men~ to state agents ~tnd said
any personal visit by an outsider
to the billion~tire would be
traumatic for Hughes.
"What's· so traumatic about
seeing someone?" asks the
governor.
O'Callaghan said. he doesn't
believe the hand·delivered letter
from Hughes. It was typewritten
on plain white paper with only
Billi~>naire

the signature at the bottom, There
were no fingerprints attached as
requested.
Suspicious state officials feel
this is a11 important point. Hughes
was noted, wbile in Nevada, for
scribbling off score:> of memos
and lett\l~s to his subordinP.tes in a
handwriting that can best be
described as sprawling. And it was
always on yellow legal-sized lined
paper.
Power Struggle
State officials are not
expressing concern about the
health of Hughes just to be polite.
There are fears in government
here that illness or death could
touch off a power struggle in the
Hughes empire and again damage
Nevada.
The state already went through
a major shakeup last Pecember
when Robert Maheu was fired as
Hughes' chief spokesman in the
state.
Only three months before that;
Hughes had been reported to be
seriously ill. It appears the
decision to oust Maheu was made
during his recovery period,
Officials here are afr~tid the
Hughes holdings could fall into
the hands of a person or group,
unhiendly to the Nevada
gambling industry. Hughes owns
seven casinos and is Nevada's
biggest gambler with 14 per cent
of the whmings.
The health and habits of
Hughes have for a long time been
the subject of rumor and
conjector. They have been closely
guuded secrets as Hughes
apparently only sees his male
attendants on a regular basis.

A plane crash in 1956, in which
he was nearly l;:illed, left Hughea
badly scarret;l and he st~trted to
~hun the public eye. M?re . aqd
more he acted through h1~ ll.ldes.
His obsession for priv~J,cy grew
greater and, in the proc-ess,
~>parked rumors Hughes Wl\S a
''health nut." .
A former fulltime employe said
last December Hughes never
p~gmitted anyon!! to enter the
room without being sprayed with
germicide. He said Hughes never
shook hands with anyone and
stood four or five feet away from
visitors or his staff members and
often had a handkerchief close to
his mouth.
The ninth floor penthouse of
the Deaert Inn in Las Vegas where
Hughes lived for four years was
reported to pave contained large
amounts of medical equipment.
There reportedly was a special air
filtering unit because Hughes was
said to suffer from emphysema.
'l'here were reports Hughes
shuffled around with tissue boxes
over his tennis sboes, but these
rumors were described as "pure
hokum."
Since his departure from
Nevada for the Bahamas, Hughes
has been able to keep a tight lid
on information about his health.
But now O'Callaghan and other
officials say they are tired of
dealing with ghosts. They want a
direct line to verify that Hughes is
running his Nevada Empire and
not some male nurse.
In the process, they will be
trying to find the answer to
whether Howard Hughes is really
alive and well in the Bahamas.

Aquarius Proiect ...
(continued from page 1)
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ways to cheat Ma Bell. .He now
considers himself a part of the
I
movement, but has no particular
I• Easy paved access
ideological st sports column-p.6
•• Cool, Colorful, Secluded
I
!Opt. 23picas
I Mountain trails start
I
o works out his frustrations by
1 Immediately
I
perfecting new ways to cheat Ma
1 • Fine mountain horses
1
Bell. He now considers himself a
part of the movement, but has no
d
I
lntro uctoryRates
I
particular ideological stance.
I SPECIAL-Tue. & Thur. only I
Neither does anyone else in the
1
1wohoursiust$3.00
I
project, with the exception of
1 Nine miles east of Bernalillo, on N.M.I
Bruce himself, whose fairly
· I 44, through Placitas, lust Inside Cibolo 1
detailed beliefs are compounded
National Farest,
in part from Marx and from
I Open all day. Call (I) 867-5352 I
articles by Murray Bookchin a
..::'-::..:•::..:•::..:•=:..;•=:..;•~=•:.::•~•:..::•:..::•:..::-~•=---------------- ·Berkeley social theorist and
con tributor to "Anarchos"
magazine," published in New York.
The members do share a belief
that the counter • culture went
too far when it totally rejected
technology, labeling it the cause
of social ills.
This "is an utterly
self-defeating and self· castrating
ideology, and one which plays
perfectly into the hands of our
deadliest enemies," says a project
position paper. ''Technology
creates no problems ••• only
people do."
NOW IN TWO LOCATIONS!
*1 01 Cornell, S.E. (near U.N.M.)

1 ~.rrut.r

UJrttil!i §;tublr!i 1

Bruce describes one Aquarius·
Project member, Bob, who was so
straight when he came to Berkeley
that he might have ended up Jiving
in a fraternity." Instead he took
up psychedelic drugs, moved in
with some freaks and hippies,
"and has sine~ never been the
same since."
Phone Nut
The only hint that Bob might
depart from the normal
engineering career pattern was his
reputation as a "phone nut"- a
technician who works out his
frustrations by perfecting new

STEREOSONIC
EQUIPMENT

..
.

•..~-- .

Students driving on the UNM
campus this semester have been
asked by Walter Birge, manager of
parking services, to avoid parking
at blue·painted curbs, specially
designated as parking for severely
handicapped students.
Birge appealed to students to
reserve these ~paces, established at
the request of groups such as the
l'aralyzed Veterans of America,
out of con,sideration for
handicapped students who need
to park nearer to classrooms.
And if humanitarian principles
don't work, there's a $5 ticket .for
unauthorized parking at these
curbs located along the west wing
of Hokona co-ed dormitory and
across from the Alumni Memorial
Chapel on Ash St.
'.'I hope the students will
respond to these rules as a
humanitarian act," said Birge.
"I'd almost rather not even
mention the cit:1tion. I mean,
everybody gets sick of those kind
of threats."
Ralph Holst, captain of the
campus police said, though, that
his patrolmen will ticket all illegal
parking heavily.
"We know who the
handicapped students are," said
Birge. He and the campus police

268-3136
*5003 Menaul Blvd., N.E.

268-4227
HOURS 9:00A.M. 10 7:00P.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

A

Guide

to

*Finest in quality audio equipment.
*Sound room QVoilable for optimum comparisons.

*We will attempt to give you the lowest prices on

Practical living

pac:koge plans.
~::>a"ISU(, Pioneer, Teae, Harmon, Kenwood, Concord, Poncsank, Roberrs, "'""'••r

'.'

~

expect no trouble in sorting out
authorized from unauthorized
cars at the special curbs.
Capt. Holst also pointed out a
tightening of the rules forbidding
riding motorcyc:les on University
sidewallcs and lawns.
Last year motorcyclists often
rode at high speeds across campus
lawns, especially near tile
dormitories.

Christo's AJ:t ...
(continued from p(lge 2)

the Western world with the
activity of the history of my art
before. I have a very good Marxist
education. 1 did propaganda art
before, you know, of workers and
factories. I enjoyed it very much,
but now of course I am not
interested in it any longer, I left
Bulgaria in 1956 for
Czechoslovakia.
J:· Wbat were the dates of the
propagand~ art?
C: 1954-55.
J: What were your reasons Cor
not continuing to be involved
with propaganda art?
C: I am not interested in the
reproduction of social protest art.
I think that each great artist is
profoundly social, political, but
that each minor artist is only a
rcproductiotl. The artist himself
has his social and political
problems. The Valley Curtain
Project is so political, it is so
social, it is so economical. This is
the artist's own problem. His is
not simply the reproduction of
the problem, like the artist Larry
Rivers is the reproduction of a
problem of social life-the black
problem. All minor art reproduces
social and political problems but
doesn't carry the problems itself
you know? Human activity is a
very precise thing. You can't
reproauce that thing. The only
way to be relevant is to do a

(please turn to page 5} ·
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By Jl.OBERT CRABBE
TOKYO ( UPI)- Japan'a
teen-agers are among the first·
people in the world to feel the
direct impact of President Nixon's
moves to save the dollar.
Thousands of jobs they
co\lnted on getting after
graduation next March are
vanishing.
Japan's big electrical appliance
makers fear that Nixon's 10 per
cent surcharge on foreign imports
and the flo~tting of the yen will
slash their sales in the United
Statel), Their plans for future
hiring are hurriedly being scaled
downward.
No Hiring
Hitachi Co., one of the biggest
electrical firms, shoclced the
country this week with the
announcement that it will hi~e no
junior or senior high school
graduates in March. Until Nixon's
announcement, it had planned to
recruit 3700 teen-agers, the same
number as this year. It will be the
first time Hitachi has failed to hire
since World War II.
Other companies say there will
be big reductions in their hiring
plans, but so far haven't given out
figures. Among them are Toshiba,
which normally hires 3000
teen-agers a year, and Mirsubishi
Electric, which usually takes on
about 2800,
Japan has teveled in one of the
greatest economic booms in
history for the last three years,
but the feeling is widespread that
the golden days are over for a
while.
The government's economic
planning agency originally
predicted a 10.1 per cent
economic growth rate for the
1971 Japanese fiscal year, which
ends March 31, 1972.
Slowed Growth
'l'wo days before Nixon's
anno11cement it revised the
forecast to "less than 9.7 per
cent," adding the rate could drop
as low as 8 per cent if business
conditions didn't improve in the
autumn.
"l'er.sonally I think it'll be less
than S per cent," says Eimei
Yamashita, director· general of
the Foreign Trade Bureau of
Japan's Ministry of Intemational
Trade.
From a business point of view,
the three years that started in
January, ·1968, were the greatest
in Japan's history. International
disorders that Japan did nothing
to bring about gave her an
incredible series of breaks. Her
hard working people and the

shxewd businessmen who govern
them exploited those b~eaks to
the hilt.
-Inlfation that accompanied
the Vietnam War pinched the
pocketbooks of American
consumers, and tumed them to
Japan's low-cost products. Japan
sold 75,512 passenger cars in the
United States in 1967. ln 1970
she shipped 388,679 autos to the
Ametican market, a five-fold
increase.
-Communist China's quarrel
with the Soviet Union caused a
break in trade tclations between
the two countries. l'eking m<lde
Japan her leading foreign trade
partner, and Japan had a favorable
balance of $.300 million in
dealings with the Chinese
mainland last year.
-From 1967 to 1970, Japan
more than doubled her sales to
the European Economic
Community (EEC). Exports to
EEC reached $2,88 billion last
year. A small deficit in European
trade in 1967 was turned into a
$200 million favorable balance in
1970,
-closing of the Suez Canal in
1967 created an instant demand
far giant oil tank:ers. Japan at the
time was the only country geared
up to meet it.
-The Vietnam War drenched
non-communist Asia in dollars.
Countries like Thailand, South
Korea and the Philippine$ eagerly
spent their war earnings on
Japanese industrial equipment.
Ranlcs Second
Gross N~ttional Product shot up
from $150 billion in 1967 to just
over $200 billion last year. Japan
became the second largest
economy. in the non-communist
wo:rld, trailing only the United
States.
A rash of books, including one
by U.S. thinker Herman Kahn,
forecast Japan's emergence as the
world's greatest economy by the
year 2000 A.D.
The hard-headed people in the
Japanese Ministry of Finance have
never subscribed to that view.
"Anybody can sit down and
project a bunch of rising curves on
charts upward for 20 years,"
remarked Finance Ministry
Councillor Yusuke Kashiwagi a
few months ago, "But that's no
sign it'& going to happen."
Today the Finance Ministry is
mapping a $1.2 billion public
works program to take up the
slack in employment next year.
And the country's teen-agers
already have found out that
booms don't go on forever.

Wage Chill Freezes Pro/Raise
Thanks to Pr11sident Ni;!!:on's
wage/price freeze, the University
is temporarily off the hook on
faculty demands for higher
salaries.
So, the American ~ociation
of University j.>tofessors (AAUl')
will bear down this year on
increasing f~tculty fringe benefits
and setting up ·guidelines for
collective bargaining for teachers
in the near future,
Marion M. Cottrell, chairman of
both the state con~erence and the
local chapter of the AAUl' told
The Lobo Monday UNM faculty
fdnge benefits are at the bottom
of the national average.
"For a large number of ~;tate
universities across the country,
f:r inge benefits run between 12
and 2 5 pe:r cent of tot~tl
coJ:J:Ipensation," said Cottrell.
"That's in addition to salary."
Rough Breakdown
UNM~s retirement b\lnefits
come to about six and a half per
cent of total salary, he said. The
University a~o pays "a very small
part" of faculty members' group
insurance premiums.
Total fringe benefits are about
10 or 12 per cent of a faculty
member's salary at UNM, said
Cottrell.
He added the AAUP had not
worked out any patticular
demands. "We're working mainly
on tile basis o~ improving the
fringe benefit package as a whole
and leaving the details to the
faculty committee on retirement
and insurance. ~
The other main concern of the

AAUP for the semes.J;er, collective
bargaini11g, will probably be
handled through lobbying with
the state legislature.
B!lrgaining
For the past few years,
educators have been organizing
into what might be loosely
grouped under the heading
"unions'' for purposes of
negotiating contract term.~.
AAUP already deals with the
Regents and other UNM officials,
but does not have official status as
:representing the faculty at large.
"We have had some degree of
success behind the scenes," said
Cottrell.
AAUP now has about 300.
dues-paying members on the
campus - approximately 40 per
cent of the total faculty, he
added.
"Some of our most active a~eas
are the fields of due process and
renewal of contract," he said.
Richard Gorman, assistant
professor t>f education: who
recently los his job at UNM, went
to the AAUP for help in his case.
"We tried to help him, but
theJ:e just wasn't anything
procedurally wrong with the way
they dismissed him," said Cottrell.
Class Size
Another of last year's iss~\eS,
size of classes and student/teacher
ratio, will not be given attention
this year 1 he said.
"Many of us abhor 500 and
600-student classes. But if you
don't teach those, you can't
oo1wince the legislature that you
should be funded to teach a class

of 10 or 12," he explained.
"However, if these ratios
coptinue to increal!e !IS a
c<,>nditipn of getting raises- as
they haV'e in the past- the AAUJ.>
will li)l:ely make a very strong
stand on the i~;sue."

One-Acts

Tryouts for "Adaptation" and
"Next'' (two one-act plays) will
be held Sept. 1 from 4 to 5:80
p.m. and Sept. 2 from 7:30 to 9
p.m. in the Comme(iia Theatre,
Drama 104.
This is the UNM drama
department's first production of
the y.ear and is scheduled for
l?roduction Oct. 7·10. If you
cannot m:;..ke these tryout times,
call the drama depattment at
277-4332.

FCC Exams
The Federal Communications
Commission has announ¢ed that it
will conduct examinations for all
classes of commercial and amateur
extra, advanced and general radio
operator licenses in Albuquerque
during the month of October.

277-5243.

A tele-message :service listing
campus activities will be initiated
Sept, 1 by the Student Activities
Office at 277-5243. Service will
be continued 24 hours a day.
Items tnust be submitted to the
office at ~77·4706 before 5 p.m.
two !lays in advanc.e.

Christo's Art

you-the unobtainable -am I
correct?
C: Jab, it also keeps me busy
politically and socially relevant
you know (ironic laughter) I
thing.
I must tell you something very am •••• I get very bored. Also, I
important. I thitlk art is a terribly can1 t believw art exists only once
reactionary thing. It is very for the artist. For him it is his
irresponsible. I live everywhere in prime time. He is irreplaceable,
the world. I mean I live now in irrepeatable, and unique.
My work ort the curtain lasts
New York because it is
convenient, but I go everywhere totally for only one and a half
my work takes me and nobody years an"d after 'that there is only a
can stop me, you know? And if I record and that is very well,
go to do it like perhaps next year because it makes it more
I go to Spanish Morocco or North impregnable. This is the big, big
Africa, I go. I have to do wbat I truth. If we have only the
drawings, the photographs and the
do.
We talked for a while about architectural renderings we have
what art is, and how the historical much, much more. They tried to
conr.ept<; of it have changed:
restore the Acropolis in Rome,
C: Nobody knows what is art. but it was too far off the truth.
The greatest is only the one which We make our own truth. The
is the most objective, has the truth of the capitalist world.
profound techniques, the greatest Museums show only works which
desire. All artists desire have ·economical value and this is
recognition.
the big construction of human
J: I think maybe it is a little society. It is a fetish. We have
bit like mountain climbing for created a cultural fetishism.
(cantinued from page 4) .

"'Flawless
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This is a Sports Column
By Mark Sanche2<.

News

They don't call television "the'wasteland" for nothing.
It tunes itself up every fall with an assortment of pretty

Basketball Prowess

The early days of the semester is the only time for some students
to develop their basketball prowe$$ as classes and some of the more
grueling activities on campus are still in their infancy.

people, daring do e:l!':citement and amazing, fantastic,
unbelievable instant replays of its favo:rite son-pro
football.
It stands alone as the all time money making boob tube
venture and we are stuck with it again this year in its
entirety;· Which happens to be from mid-July until next
spring sometime.
Foo'tball is exciting enough. It perpetuates itself with an
inexhaustible supply o:f American manhood, beefed up,
full bodied and well paid. But, the question is not whether
pro-football is exciting enough, but whether we can take
that much excitement Monday, twice on Sunday, kicking
off the weekday on Saturday.
It is the TV combo of the television scoring machine
and its blitzing presenW.tion of weekend pageantry which
addicts Americans to their boxes on weekends. We've
grown so accustomed to Sundays (all day just wouldn't be
a holy day if we didn't see at least one instant replay; even
if it is just the cheerleader.
I wouldn't be so down on the sport except it is already
belching itself onto my living • room carpet and has been
since July.
It's interesting to note the original began with baseball.
A sport which is now totally unrecognized for this now
inevitable football occurance.
The game itself is still No. 1, however, but most of the
excitement we see is manufactured through the cinematic
techniques of modem television. Not that it's bad all the
time. The basic element of the game is still violence. The
exciting game films are the reproductions of that violence.
The players play for large amounts of money. The coaches
coach for large amounts of money, and the public pays
large amounts of money to see the action. What we see on
television is just a bonus. But how much of a bonus can we
take, Is one game enough? Is two too many? Television is
wrapped in the broadcasting media obligation of giving the
public what it wants. Even if the Nielson survey
contraducts me, one pro football game a week is more
than enough.
We've reached the saturation point. It seems like just
yesterday we saw that great pass on instant replay, stop
action, slow motion and NFL highlights. What Sunday
afternoon's need is a good substitute from the taxi squad.
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San Ysidro Plata
in Corrales.
We have organic grains,
· Flour ground fresh in the
store, nuts, seeds, dried
fruits, many herbs, coldpressed oils, juices, good
books, produce, vitamins,
soaps, honeys and cereals

The EPA said the instructions which the automakers give
the car buyers will not require prior approval by the agency;
but the EPA said it holds the right to act against any
automaker who issues instructions of which it does not
approve.
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Short Cut

Kids Try 4-Day School Week
THORNDIKE, Maine (UPI) Come September, about 1000
school children living in this
conservative fa~:ming area of.
eastern Maine will participate in a
"radical" education experimentthe four-day school week.
The children like the idea,
many parents are suspicious and
educators admit they don't know
how it will work out.
Last month, the state Board of
Education voted 5·2 to allow 11
small towns making up school
administrative district (SAD) 3 to
begin an experimental four·day
week this fall. Children of
kindergarten age through high
school will attend school Monday
through Thursday. Friday will be
reserved for in"'let-Jice training for
teachers.
The experiment was approved
for SAD 3 for two reasons,
-Voters for the past two years
have voted to cut the district's
budget and school administrators
are hoping to save on maintenance
and janitorial costs, and especially
busing costs.

-SAD a bas received a
three-year, $100,000 federal grant
to fund an experimental teacher
training program aimed. at
upgrading individual instruction,
helping the slow learner. The
grant was approved before the
four-day week,
The four·day week will run
continuously from September to
the Christmas break, every other
week from Christmas until
March - and every fourth week
thereafter until June,
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Albuq. Marathon Set
(continued from page 6)
however, to reject applications
that are not in accordance with
NCAA rules.
There will be awards for the
winners. Trophies will go to the
first three finishers, first high
school runner and first runner
over 35. Medals will be presented

AlbunuerqueTs nortb valley. From
the hlgb school, east on Candelaria
Road on the north side of the
street to Second Street; north on
Second Street to Ortega Road;
west on Ortega and across Fo11rth
Street to Rio Grande Boulevard;
south on Rio Grande to
Candelaria Road; east on
Candelaria Road and back to
Valley High School is the extent
of the short loop.
Medical certification will be
required. Contestants will be
required to present a certificate
signed by a licensed physician
which will include a statement
declaring the runners heart, blood
pressure and general physical
condition healthy enough for the
Olympian like jaunt.
The race will be open to all
athletes registered with the AAU,
14 years or older. Contestants
under 17 must have parental
permission to take part in the' 26
mile sprint.
Two dollars will net an entry
form for the race, The Games
Committee reserves tb.e right,

Scholarships
Overseas scholarships and
fellowships are available from the
International Studies Center,
Interested students should talk to
Pat Carroll at the center.

to places four through 10 and
T"'lhitts with an inscription "Tour
.of Albuquerque marathon" will
go to the first 50 finishem.
Merchandise awards will also be
given to the top finishers.
Entry blanks can be obtained
by caUing Vivian Harris at
299-3316 or by mail from 2205
Ambassador N.E. apt. 133.
So, runrtem who meet the
requirements of a qualified
doctor. the AAU and his or her
own physical requirements can
possibly become the winner of the
Albuquerque marathon. Boston
watch out.
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llible 1312: The Life and Teachings of Jesus
Wednesday 6:30 to 8:30pm
BIBLE COURSES FOR THE FALL
lllble 4366: Tke Book of Revelation
Greek 1411: NewTestamentfor Beginners
Mon.-Wed. 1:30 to 2:45pm
Time to be arranged
Greok 3361o Intermediate Greek Reading
Tlme to be drronged
Credit-All courses for full credit
Bible 1311: Genesis to Esther
Fecs-S!i.OO per course
Tuesddy 7 to 10 pm

I

Registration-At Christian Student Ccn ter or at first class meeting

Call265·4312

I

(please turn to page 7)
.

WASIDNGTON (UPI)- The government today issued
regulations which require automobile makers to tell car
buyers about - and how to maintain - the anti-pollution
devices installed on their cars.
'J:he more detailed aspects of maintenance won't be
included in the owners' manuals because they are highly
technical and require spec.ial testing equipment to utilize. But
the owners will receive• data on how to maintain their
exhaust, crankcase and evaporative· emission control
systems, and be told ways to identify and correct
malfunctions,
The regulations also define the "useful life" of a vehicle
when it must be in compliance with emission standards. For
light-duty vehicles there are two categories - five years or
50,000 miles for those with gasoline engines, and five years
or 100,000 miles for those with diesel engines.
Some of the regulations will begin to take effect during the
'72 model year- covering the new cars now going on ~ale.
The main provisions, however, would not be effective until
the '7 3 model year.
The regulations were originally proposed by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) last May 11 and
made official by their publication today in the Federal

...... -- -~-----·

Blocked pathways are nothing un\l&ual on campua this year--and
neither is the practice of fence-hopping. B11t trying to get over the
barriers with a bicycle presents special problems. It isn't easy getting
around on camp\l& this year, and going over the fences is probably
faster than going around them, The only bad thing about this system
is ·that when a cop stops you and asks you why you're riding your
bike. around in a closed·off area, you're stuck. W'no's going to believe
you when you aay you j\l&t happened to bumble in there by
mistake? ·

Register.

Albuq. Marathon Set
call294·0t11 for

WEELEY, England (UPI) - Despite fires, pitched battles
and 96 arrests by police, organizers of the Weeley Rock
Festival today termed the three-day event "a fantastic
success."
"Sure, Saturday's fights were a tragedy," organizer Vic
Speck told newsmen. "But the festival has been a fantastic
success. Tens of thousands of people enjoyed themselve'S."
Po lioe said they arrested 96 ·persons, most of them
fo-llowing battles Saturday between rock fans and pipe -and
knife-wielding Hell's Angels. motorcycle gangs.
·
A special court set up at Colchester, not far from this
South-east England town of 950 inhabitants, was to hear
charges against the 96, including possessing offensive
weapons, threatening behavior, public disorder, possessing
drugs, taking motor vehicles, robbery and theft.
Though the music sputtered out in today's early hours, the
estim~ted 150,000 fans began their exodus out of Weeley late
Sunday.
· Road and rail links for miles around the town wore
clogged. Special extra trains were scheduled to accommodate
the throngs returning to London.
Fans and the festival's own emergency firemen joined
forces Sunday to put out a blaze which whipped through the
tent city after a spark touched off bales of straw.

Government Issues Rules

***

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH

l'r&u lnMmatlono!

Festival Termed Success

In the past you might be able to go down to the Gym,
shoot a few baskets or lift a few weights, shower and go
back home complaining about how poor the Intramurftl
Department is.
Ths year things are different. Under the direction of
Wrestling Coach Ron Jacobsen, the program appears to be
headed in the right directionj that is, it is being directed
back to the whole student body. Plans to get the program
going seem about as enterprising as can be expected from a
department that fell into void between dedicated athletes
and physically energetic Greeks.
Now the situation looks good for the average jock who
enjoys competition on a more realistic level of
development, playing with contestants who can dig, a less
than championship calibre game.
With the proper amount of student support for the
program, it could make itself so useful it would never fall
into its old pattern of unused facilities and an
uncooperative department.
The program, from the looks of the schedule, starts
slacking off in late November, but should have more than
enough in the way of amateur competition to keep you
entertained. That is if you want to be.

Though not as prestigious as
the Boston race, the Albuquerque
edition of a fhampionship
marathon race will get underway
at 8 a.m. in two weeks in the form
of the second Annual Tour De
Albuquerque Marathon
Championship.
Since . an Olympic year is
approaching, the distance will be
Olympic distance; 26 miles, 385
yards. The total course consists of
two laps of on a 13 mile circuit
which begins at Valley High
School winding its way through

Unll~>d
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One kind offre(}dom you can buy-a Honda motorcycle.
Twenty.-three models to choose. from, Beautiful road machines.
Great dirt .bikes. Rugged little mini bikes.
All with strong Honda warranties.
liberate you,.elf.
Come in and get the best deals on the best bikes.

CYCLE co.

315 SAN PEDRO
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FIRST IN NEW MEXICO/SALES AND SERVICE

~ONDA From Mighty to Mini, Honda has it all.

Tuesday, August 31, 1971
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Thr~e-G's D~~isi~e ~oundat~ons 'Jo-Humpers'
Of Nov. Philippines
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Guns goons and gold.
Tho~e are the three G's,
providing, according to the cynics,
the foundation for deciding
Philippines' elections.
The guns are in the hands of
the private armies employed by
moneyed Filipino politicians, the
heavier the weapon the more
thyprestige. the goons are the
enforcers who range from
ex-convicts to parthian police
departments, substituting
terrorism for persuasion.
The other· two failing, there
remains gold to buy votes,
whether it be by way of a new
road or a few pesos paid to a
peasant to pay for an el;ction
poster covering the holes m the
side of his house,
On Nov. 9, Filipinos elect eight
senators 66 provincial governors,
50 city 'mayors and hundreds of
other local government officials.
For more than a year tension
has been mounting.
It came to a climax in the
bombing on Aug, 21 of an
opposition Liberal Party rally in
which 10 persons were killed and
more than 7 0 injured.
Among the injured were ·some
of the best known names in
Filipino politics. They included
Sen. Sergio Osmena Jr., son of the
late president; Sen. Genaro
Magsaysay, brother of the late
President Ramon Magsaysay, 1md
Sen, Gerardo Roxas, son of the

s·LX Men contLnzte
. AncLent
. rr ·arttme R't
l
L ua

Elections

late President Manuel Roxas.
President Ferdinand Marcos
.
.
"
as "h emous
d enounce d th e cr1me
and frightened the opposition
nearly as much as had the
bombing with an order suspending
constitutional guarantees.
It gave pulic~ the right to
search without warrar~ts and to
hold suspects without charges,
Hot t~mpers and violence are
traditional in Filipino politics, to
which have. been added persistent
social and economic ills.
Marcos has attacked
Communism and accused 1'outside
influences" of stirring up radical
student, hibor and agricultural
groups.
The opposition has attacked
rising prices,, unemployme~t, ~aft
and corruption and deteriOratiOn
of public order.
There is truth on both sid.es.
Yet there also are encouragmg
contradictions,
Devaluation of the peso led to
an encouraging jump in exports
and to some hope that the
country may be able eventually to
achieve a favorable balance
between exports and imports. The
National Budget is balanced ..
As a showcase of demo.cracy
there is much that is lacking in the
story of the Philippines.
But in the speeches of the
candidates and the exchange of
charges and countercharges there
is undeniable evidence that one of
democracy's treasured freedoms
exists. That is freedo~n: of speech.

State Reps Inventory
N.M. 'Quality of Life'

TF/.

Experts Advise Trial Licenses
WASHINGTON (UP!)- maturity in driving."
Government safety experts,
The Board !laid that "snrh
recommending probationary provisional licensing would
drivers licenses for young, new facilitate suspension or revocation
drivers, said Monday, driving and for cause and placement of mildly
riding with other youths is the errant drivers into improvement
gr&vest threat facing Americats programs before poor behavior
young people.
and attitudes become habitual.."
In a report on young drivers,
31 Per Cent
the National Transportation
31 per cent of the nation's
Safety Board said drivers in the highway deaths in 1969 were
15 · t o-2 5 year old category are persons between 15 and 25 1 the
being killed at a rate far out of Board said, and although they
proportion to their share of the composed only 21 per cent of the
driving population.
·
driving population, they were
Noting that the highway death involved in 34 per cent of that
rate for youths has been year's fatal accidents.
constantly rising for 17 years, the
The report said 17,7 00 youths
Board said, "Driving and riding were killed in traffic accidents in
with other young drivers 1969 - 7,400 more than would
constitute the greatest hazard to have died if their fatality rate had
survival which American youth been the same as that of drivers
must pass successfully to reach 25 and older.
adulthood."
"This 7,400 'excess loss' was
Among other things, it one-third larger than thP.
recommended that the National combined youth death toll from
Highway Safety Administration aviation, marine, railroad and
consider expending the National grade crossing accidents," tne
Highway Safety Program's Board said.
As possible reasons for the
standard on driver licensing "to
disproportionate
rate, the Board
provide for a two-year period of
probationary licensing for drivers cited the increasing proportion of
youngsters who are licensed as
under 21."
During the two years, it was soon as they are old enough,
recommended, the drivers "would increasing affluence which permits
be expected to demonstrate the young persons to own
achievement of competence and automobiles, increasing use of
alcohol and drugs by youths and
"possibly changes in respect for
law and order."
Alcohol
ADVERTISING
''Alcohol
doubles the young
WUERE: Journnlitlm Building, Room
driver•s hazard because he is an
205 1 arternoons pre(ernbly Ol:' mail.
inexperienced driver and an
Clnsslficd Advertising
inexperienced drinker," the Board
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbuquerQue, N.M. 87106
said in recommending a special

·~~~~~
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the 41 pro•jos" (projectiles) onto around hel:'e, '' he said, sweat
By STEWART KELLERMAN
CAMPICA RROLL, South the rammer, are among 2500 U.S. dripplng from his moustache.
Vietnam (UPI)--There were six combat troops still fighting in th~ 11 You're shooting all the time.
young men around the big gun, hotbed jungles and hills below the They get you up at all hours of
the night to shoot the pig (gun)."
stretching and crouching and Demilitarized Zone (OMZ).
"I tQll you th~re 11re too many
Jim, the RTO, received the
griping in an ancient wartime
people le'aving the Nam, and I firing instructions over a field
ritual.
.
They were bare·chested and a don't want to be the last one te 1e p h o n e fr o m t he base
waterfall of sweat .cascaded orr here," said Dav~S, colored glass (lornmand post, He passed them
their aching backs, The powder beads hanging around his n~ck. along to Spec. 4 Charles Payne,
hung in · the air like incense and 14 And man, this work, It's no fun 21, of McCaysville, Ga,, the
gunner.
each blast of the smoking humping jos."
Chuck, his long brown nair and
Spec. 4 Michael Conway, 22, of
eight·incher left their battered
New York City, the powderman, sideburns soaking wet, aimed the
eardrums buzzing.
The two "jo·humpers"-Spec, 4 shoved in a cartridge and stood by big gun, cranking up the tube and
·
Steven Bennett, 20, of Beloit, the gun playing with a strip of wheeling it to the right.
Dave Yamamoto grapped the
Wis., and Spec. 4 David Yelk, 20, wire.
firing lanyard by a small wooden
of Chicago-lifted a 200-pound,
Rats
.
yard-long artillery shell and slid it
"This is a bad place," he said. handle. He toQk a deep breath and
onto the rammer, a skinny 1<Too much work. We ain't given the rest of the crew stuck index
mechanical shovel with a fence no rest. And there are too many fingers in their E)ars for protection.
around it.
rats in this damn place, Man, there Finally 1 he pulled the lanyard as
though he were starting an
Hatd Work
must be millions of them,"
''This is hard work," Steve said,
Sgt. David Yamamoto, 22, of · outboard motor.
running a hand through his wet, T..oonis, Calif., the deuce (number
The gun, nicknamed "dink's
red hair. "You'-re always doing two) man, patted a peace death" by the crew, went off,
something, _Man 1 there's no time medallion hanging a:wund his rocking the air around th~ six
to relax. I don't even like this neck from a bootlace. He men, Heads were snapped ·back,
place. Home, that's where I want slammed closed the back breech and ears buzzed, Soon, a column
to be."
· door and stuck a small brass Qf smoke arose five miles away on
ThP two Gls, called primer into the back of the gun, a hilltop where communists were
"jo-humpers" because they load
"There is just too much work believed hiding.

State universities' NMSU, said Arizona conducts
representatives Friday began training programs in vocational
inventories of what is being done education, especially..geared at the
now, and what ought to be done, tourist industry, with the use of
to improve the uquality of life" ·state distributive education funds.
from an economic viewpoint in He expressed the hope something
New Mexico.
similar could be worked out in
They'll meet Sept. 17 at the New Mexico.
College of Santa Fe to review
To be considered by the
progress in what was described as council is the great number of
a "crash" program to see how non-degree but valuable courses
institutions of higher already being offered by colleges
learning-including Albuquerque and universities in New Mexico.
T·Vl and privately run business
"Then, we must inform the
schools-can cooperate in pub lie-particularly the business
vocational education.
sector-of the fact much of the
Two task forces, for training help they may need already is
and for research and service, were available, and show them how to
formed during a meeting at UNM use the facilities and courses
where Lee Zink of UNM was already set up," Zh1k said,
elected chairman of the "Higher
Also aUt!w.liug•i.he session were
Education Council on Quality of James A. Covell, DOD executive
Life."
director; Ernest Vigil, state
Zink Head
director.
Zink, director of the Bureau of
Business Research, named Bryce
Brisbin, New Mexico State
CLASSIFIED
University, to head the task force
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minion research and service. Robert
mum ($1.40) per time run. I£ ad is to
Durrett, assistant to the president
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
at Eastern New Mexico
per word and the minimum number o£
University, heads the training task
words to 10.
force.
TERMS: Payment must be made in !ull prior to insertion o£ advertisement
The 11 Quality of Life10 council
was formed July 21 at the request
5) FORSALE
1) PERSONALS
of Gov. Bruce King, who pledged
all assistance frorn ·his office and WANTED : Trat!Bportation to Old Town 1950 CHEV. PICKUP. New rebuilt motor.
School. Car pool. 265-4670, 9/7
$350. 255·3719 after 5 :30.
the Department of Development
SHIRTS l F'lorall!, Solids, Stripes, Prints,
to reverse high unemployment, STUDENT MOTHERS to exchange babyKnit.<> •• All In your size. Lobo Men's
sitting during classtimes. Call Bee. 265·
Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243·6954. 9/2
welfare and food stamp rolls in
10819/3
WEAVING IS FUN! Learn to weave wall
the state.
McGOVERN FOR PRESIDENT. Students
hangings. hand bags, belts. etc. 4 harness
Participants agreed Friday that
for McGovern needs your help. 243-2119.
tapestry lOom, $26.00. Inkle $14. Instruc9/10
tion. 268-6362. 9/7
they must come up with concrete,
'Ve have your size. :Bells by Levi's.
NIKON F, Photomic FTM, new, with
tangible proposals to present to GIRLS
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243~
new, f.l.4 liO mm lens, $325, Also Nikon
the legislature next January, and
6954. 9i2
!.3.5 13G mm telephoto lens, new, $125.
242·5656. 9/3
set a Nov. 1 deadline for the 3) SERVICES
FIVI<! NEW~~S-T-E~It_E_O_ _
C_O_'M_P_O_N_E_N..,-.T
"think tank" report to the Board
FINE. OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
SETS. Thcse units have AM-FM stereo
of Educational Finance.
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
reeeivers w/8 track player, Also conte
Whatever. 242·7658. !1/1
complete w/separnte deluxe Garrard
United Front
changer & !our _speaker system. $109.95
William McCortnell, executive PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE. Intensive in•
rash or terms. United l''reiJ!ht Sales. 3920
dividualized
instruction
in
fundamentals,
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9, trn.
director of the BEF, attended the
or tailored to your J)rcsent level oC
achievement, by serious pro(es.qional.
morning session and predicted
LEVI'S DLUJo:: JEAN B-ELL5-now avaliHeavy practice in excellent darltroom.
uble in every .size. Lobo Men's Shop,
that if universities and other
Lectures, discussions, :uguments, field
2120 Central SE. 243·691.i4. 9/2
trips, critiques. Limited to eh:tht very
higher learning institutions
TRIUMPH SPIT!o'IRE, 1968, a5,000 mi., 1
serious persons. Very near UNl\1, Call
(post-secondary) show a united
owner, v. g!l. condition. Red wfblack
261.i-2444. 9/2
interior, rndio, luA'gage _ rack, wire
front, they might be able to PARKING SPEClAL--Iimited time onlywh~cl,;, wooden stecrin~~ wheel. Handles
$2.00 per month or 25 cents per day. Only
obtain federal 1'itle I funds to
beautifully--disc brakC3, rack & pinion
one
blork
south
of
Central
on
Yale.
Cnll
smallest turning radiUs o£ any
steering,
implement their programs.
296-8161 Cor rcservat!ons. 9/3
sports ~ar made. Must sell . bceause of
He warned, and educators
growinJ.t fnmily. SHOO. 243·0619, sec it
at 1110•D Wilmoore SE.
agreed, that no attempt should be 4) FOR RENT
made to ask the legislators for l•'EMALE share two-bedroom house. $10 JUST nEcf;IVED a shipment of 1971
utilities ineluded. 261.i•3969. 9/2.
Singer St>wing Mnchines. These ma•
money to conduct surveys or
<'hines have never been used and are
5)
FORSALE
equipped
w/zig-zag, mal<e buttonholes,
reports.
etc. Will l1e 11old for $49 each, rnsh or
Ferrel Heady, UNM president NJ<~ED IIOUSING? Mobile ltoml.'s from
t('t'ms. United Prcight Sales. 3!!20 San
Muteo NB. Open 9 til 9. tfn
who formed the council at -Gov. __.!~.oo~Call ~1\IB!! ~G_5!_5778-_?{~.
King's request, before turning the COMPI,J<1Tl<; LUl>WIG TRAP SI<;T, zl.'ldgen (j) E~1PLOYMENT
symbol, like new. Call 242-1669, !l/7
- -·- ' chairmanship over to Zink, said . ---·-·
l'A ltT·'rtMg HgLp, Apply in t>erson :tt
DI~SK, solid, well 11nished, 4
institutions must be prepared to s·rmn;NT
tl1•r Wiener,;ehll:tl:t•l, .\201 Ccntr1d NI~ Ul'
rlrllWI'l'R, 2 "hi'IVI'q; !!lrt'" !fiJI in••Juded. S:JO.
5'<111 1\l,•nnul NK !l/7
1U17 Gold Ave., At>t. G. 24!l-05GH. !l/7
conduct their inventories and
.
----·--... _ .
present proposals from sources TWO VIOLINS. ~!l~·!l4H7 ('Vl'nings. !l/7
(l!UJ, to babysit, do ~ome C'Ooldng, for i'OOm,
J>rh·att•
bath,
IJOnrlf,
smull
stipend.
Proand manpower now available.
t9Gu
~:FAsTt\A:cK-:-- -l~mneulnt;-inside
fessor's family, camiiUs nrea. 247•8967
and out. $890. 255-5881. !l/3
evenings. !l/2
Vocational Background
----Brisbin, for 10 years at Arizona sA.Mo"YJ:;o -wurr~! :HusifY~PuP"Pt:Es: WANTJ.;I>:
Creative s<•nmstress, your own
$76.
255·4198.
9/2.
hours.
Cull Sarah 243·4027, 'J/7
State (Flagstaff) before joining
PageS
-~~----3
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alcohol safety program for young
drivers,
It also said youths lacked
''traffic maturity/' were more
likely to drive dilapidated cars and
were more likely to ride
motorcycles, whic'h it said w:ere
' 1inherently more dangerous" than
automobiles.
Driver education programs, the
Board said, cost the federal
government some $8 million a
year, 11 yet · after more than 60
of commercial and 37 years of
public high school driver
education experience there is still
no body of data or series of
studies" that can prove the
programs actually contribute to
highway safety.
"Given the present-day traffic
situation in the United States and
the high fatality rate of the
young, it seems clear that some
ldnd of proparntion tor driving in
today's traffic is necessary,, the
Board said in recommending
studies to find effective means of
driver instruction.

{futtrters
1-Gnuugt
3.84 case

Schlitz

.96 6jpk.

Tequila

4.39 qt.

[.................. .
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The UNM
Thunderbird
Art and literary magazine
would like your arl, poetry,
fiction, photography etc.
for it's September edition.
Contributions may be turned in
at Journalism room 205.
Work submitted by September 20,
will be considered for the
September Edition.
Work turned in after that date
will be considered for
subsequent issues.
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